It might just save your life.	
  	
  
Many aviation people think that only float flying should involve egress training. They are
incorrect. The fact is that any aircraft operating over or near a body of water has the
potential to be forced into a “ditch” landing.
Also common is the misperception that
the only egress training available
involves hands on sessions at a water
facility and emersion recovery training.
Again – they are mistaken.
Dry Egress Training is a unique, online study program designed to help
both passengers and pilots learn how
to survive in a water-landing
emergency.
The
course
was
developed by Bryan Webster – who is
well known for his wet egress training
courses and commentary on the subject in numerous publications. Bryan teamed up
with Playsafe Productions – the same production and creative team that brought
SmartPilot.ca – Canada’s aviation safety web portal – and SmartBoater.ca – to life.
The online Dry Egress Training Program eliminates the need for a lengthy classroom
seminar. It allows the participant to review the learning modules at their own pace and
convenience. Accordingly it makes a great supplement to flight school studies, recurrent
training of flight groups and corporate/commercial aviation operators – for float or
landing gear aircraft.
Both Pilots and Passengers review and learn from information that is relevant to their
needs and experience. This is achieved through a series of online video modules – 12
for pilots and 9 for passengers. Participants will learn what to expect when ditching, and
what they can do to improve the chances of survival as a pilot and a passenger.
Knowledge from others who have actually ditched an aircraft and survived is shared as
part of the sessions.
Each video is complimented with an assessment portion that allows the participant to
answer questions and review the learning material for each module. After the completion
of all learning modules for the chosen course, a certificate is sent to the registered
participant's email address.
Registrants have up to two weeks to complete the on-line material. It is totally structured
for self-paced study. The cost is $96.00 and the fee is fully applied towards any wet
training with Bryan in his full experience wet egress training program.
After taking our course, the chances that you will survive a ditching are vastly improved.
For more information go to the website – www.egresstraining.ca.

